
Introduction

[   section one   ]

Denver’s Green Infrastructure Implementation Strategy 
(the Strategy) defines Denver’s urban watershed and the 
water quality impairments that exist within each water 
quality basin. By understanding the primary pollutants of 
concern and pollutant loadings within each basin, the City 
and County of Denver (Denver) can design and implement 
innovative strategies that reduce pollutant loading to 
our urban waterways. The focus of the Strategy is to 
identify green infrastructure strategies that target multiple 
pollutants while also providing additional city benefits such 
as increased open space, climate resiliency, improved air 
quality, urban heat island mitigation, better connectivity, 
and enhanced community livability. 

Green infrastructure (GI) opportunities can occur on 
several different scales and have been identified from 
large (regional) and sub-regional through smaller site-
scale practices. On large scale, green infrastructure refers 
to a network of parks, open spaces, drainageways, and 
floodplains which help mitigate the impacts of impervious 
(hard) surfaces and urbanization. Site-scale green 
infrastructure refers to smaller, engineered practices that 
mimic the larger systems.  These smaller controls are 
often well suited for urban settings and include practices 
such as such streetside stormwater planters, rain 
gardens, or permeable pavers. Regardless of scale, green 
infrastructure design mimics nature and uses vegetation, 

1.1 Overview soils and roots to slow, filter and treat stormwater runoff. 

The purpose of the Strategy is to outline Denver’s 
priorities in reducing the adverse impacts of stormwater 
runoff to its river, streams, lakes, and gulches through 
green infrastructure interventions. This is done, in part, 
by creating a framework for a Water Quality Capital 
Improvement Program (WQ-CIP). The WQ-CIP represents 
a toolbox of green infrastructure strategies and projects 
that could be led by Denver Public Works, as well as 
projects that could be included in other city plans and 
city projects. The toolbox and opportunities presented 
herein do not comprise every opportunity that is worth 
pursuing, nor does it guarantee  that the projects listed 
in the following chapters will be constructed.  Rather, the 
Green Infrastructure Implementation Strategy compiles a 
list of recommendations and projects that should meet the 
primary goal of improving water quality in the near-term. 
All projects listed are conceptual in nature and would 
require a more in-depth feasibility and market analysis. 
The Green Infrastructure Implementation Strategy will 
compliment other water quality and drainage efforts 
including upgrades and maintenance of Denver’s storm 
drainage (gray) infrastructure, in-stream work and flood 
control improvements.  Over time, the Green Infrastructure 
Implementation Strategy will be refined based on lessons 
learned from green infrastructure installations and outline 
a greater number of projects citywide based on collected 
data. 

Figure 1.1: Hampden Heights is a newly constructed sub-regional 
green infrastructure facility that is used as open space, a living laboratory 
by the neighboring school, and water quality treatment.  

Figure 1.2: Example of small, site-scale green infrastructure.
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1.3 Goals & Objectives
The outcome of the Scorecard resulted in the identification 
of six high priority basins, as well as the identification of 
five medium-high level priority basins. This prioritization 
allows Denver to give precedence to green infrastructure 
projects in areas where they are most needed. This 
approach should have a greater impact on water quality at 
the watershed scale rather than building projects randomly 
or in areas where water quality improvement is not as 
critical. This approach does not preclude deploying BMPs 

in lower priority areas, rather shifts focus to where projects 
are most needed instead of where projects can be most 
easily constructed.  The goal is to improve surface water 
quality in the most efficient and cost effective manner 
possible. This plan provides a framework for the six 
highest priority basins, five medium-high priority basins 
and several special projects. Next steps include identifying 
best practices to engage private development and the 
residential community.  

Another goal of the Strategy is to move past single 
objective strategies and implement strategies that 
provide a host of benefits. This allows Denver to get 
more out of each investment.  This includes prioritizing 
green infrastructure not only in basins with the poorest 
water quality and greatest flooding concerns, but also 
basins with other significant struggles such as poor park 
density, income disparities, equity issues, or auto-oriented 
neighborhoods that result in safety and health problems 
for its residents.

The projects laid out in the Strategy are conceptual and 
are the first steps in prioritizing and guiding a WQ-CIP 
program, while still allowing latitude in pursuing additional 
opportunities and partnerships. The WQ-CIP will be 
used as testing grounds to shape future policy, program 
development, capital projects, and new challenges that 
arise in the future. Performance metrics and monitoring 
data will be collected and evaluated so that the value 
of green infrastructure can be understood and guide 
the future deployment of green infrastructure projects 
over time.  The desire is to improve the health of the 
South Platte River and its associated tributaries so that it 
provides a host of environmental, economic, and social 
benefits for Denver’s residents and visitors.  

Map Unit Prioritization
• Scorecard development
• GIS processing

Sub-basin Prioritization
• Refined GIS processing for 

prioritized basins

Parcel/Street Opportunity Selection
• GIS processing and desktop review

BMP Concept Development
• Focus on locations with high 

impact, partnership, and 
feasibilityFigure 1.3: Scorecard Prioritization Steps

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4

A Stormwater Quality Prioritization and Best Management 
Practice (BMP) Opportunity Analysis was used to prioritize 
watersheds within Denver that have the largest need 
for stormwater quality improvement. The methodology, 
referred to as the Water Quality Scorecard (Scorecard), 
provides a conceptual level assessment of existing wet 
weather stormwater pollutant loads, ranges of possible 
reductions resulting from regional or distributed site-
scale green infrastructure implementation, a scenario 
comparison to illustrate conceptual level project 
construction, and pollutant treatment efficacies. The 
overall approach follows four basic steps: 
• STEP 1: Prioritize Water Quality Map Units; focus on 

basins with greatest need.
• STEP 2: Prioritize Sub-Basins; concentrate analysis 

in small (100 acre +/-) areas or hot spots.
• STEP 3: Identify BMP project opportunities where 

BMPs can be constructed or retrofitted.
• STEP 4: Prioritize BMP opportunities in high 

priority sub-basins that also have high feasibility for 
implementation

1.2 Approach
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Denver’s water quality goal is to have fishable and 
swimmable waters in all our lakes and streams by 2020. 
Many city agencies are working towards this goal including 
Denver’s Departments of Public Works, Public Health 
and Environment, Parks and Recreation, the Office of 
Sustainability, and Community Planning and Development. 

Denver Public Works (PW), through its employees, 
provides for the delivery of high quality, cost effective, 
efficient, safe services involving public infrastructure 
and facilities to enhance the quality of life in Denver. 
Responsibilities include year-round road maintenance 
and repair, weekly household trash collection service, 
design and construction management of streets, bridges, 
and public buildings, transportation services through 
our parking management, transportation planning, 
engineering and operations offices, and protection of our 
urban environment. SMART Denver is the Department 
of Public Works annual strategic plan and outlines the 
critical goals and objectives to achieving Sustainable, 
Multi-modal, Attractive, Resilient and Transparent public 
infrastructure, services and facilities. This document is 

Figure 1.4: Green infrastructure improves  the 
health of Denver’s urban waterways provides a host 
of environmental, economic, and social benefits.

1.4 Internal Partners a road-map of Denver’s work ahead, documents where 
Public Works will invest its resources and focus for the 
coming year, celebrates the department’s successes, 
and is a tool that holds Public Works accountable to our 
clients and community.  The SMART Plan outlines the 
Water Quality Program’s priorities. Within the Department 
of Public Works, the Wastewater Management 
Division is responsible for building, operating and 
maintaining Denver’s sewer system (1525 miles) and 
storm drainage system (793 miles).  Projects to improve 
mobility for vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, and 
those with disabilities are high priority for Public Work’s 
Transportation and Mobility. Both these divisions are 
important partners in installing both large and site-scale 
green infrastructure. 

Staff in Development Services (which is in the Right-of-
Way Services division) review plans and issue permits 
for developments large and small. Their work helps 
ensure life-safety and quality of life standards, now and 
in the future. Working with Development Services staff to 
engage the private side is the next step for implementing a 
more robust citywide green infrastructure implementation 
strategy.

http://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/denver-department-of-public-works/master-plans/smart-denver.html
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Denveright
Denveright is a multi-agency, community-driven planning 
process centered around four key areas: land use, 
mobility, parks, and recreational resources.  The four 
distinct citywide plans will establish a vision for Denver 
for the next 20 years. Opportunities exist in each planning 
effort to integrate green infrastructure.

Blueprint Denver: Denver has changed considerably 
since Blueprint was initially released 2002. The Blueprint 
update establishes a plan for the next 20 years — and 
addresses the city’s ongoing population growth and transit 
expansion, as well as sustainability and resilience in the 

sustainability as a public value.  The 2020 Sustainability 
Goals, developed in 2013, established the goal of making 
all Denver waterways swimmable and fishable.  As 2020 
approaches, the Office of Sustainability will be working 
with City agencies and community stakeholders to 
establish updated goals. 

Community Planning and Development (CPD) is 
responsible for visionary city planning and ensuring safe, 
responsible, sustainable building. Planning staff work 
with Denver’s communities to prepare plans as well as 
regulations for land use and design that guide the city’s 
growth, enhancement, and preservation. Each plan is the 
result of a collaborative public process and represents a 
long-term broad vision for a community. The plans function 
as guides for future land use, ensuring appropriate 
neighborhood development, including such elements as 
buildings, streets, parks, and public spaces. Weaving 
green infrastructure into these plans has become a priority 
for Public Works and CPD. 

Denver Department of Public Health and Environment 
(DDPHE) is dedicated to advancing Denver’s 
environmental and public health goals. DDPHE’s mission 
is to create a city with a world class environment and 
healthy communities for all ages and incomes, and where 
the well-being of pets also matters. DDPHE has been 
responsible for monitoring the quality of water in Denver’s 
lakes and streams for over 45 years. Streams are 
monitored year-round while lakes are typically sampled 
once per year during the summer. Results from monitoring 
are summarized in annual reports and used to direct 
installation of green infrastructure.  Annual reports can be 
found at www.denvergov.org/waterquality.

DDPHE is also responsible for tracking activities related to 
climate adaptation in Denver. Denver’s Climate Adaptation 
Plan calls out the release of the Green Infrastructure 
Implementation Strategy as an important activity in 
addressing a higher frequency of extreme weather events. 

Denver Parks and Recreation Department (DPR) 
manages one of the most expansive and unique park 
systems in the West, a system that makes Denver and 
Colorado a very special place to call home and to visit. 
The Park system includes 6,000 acres of urban parks and 
14,000 acres in mountain parks outside of Denver city 
limits. DPR has helped make the South Platte River (SPR) 
corridor a premier recreational and outdoor destination 
through a number of projects collectively known as the 
River Vision. The River Vision projects aim to restore the 
ecological function of the river, improve water quality and 
flood conveyance, provide aquatic habitat, and increase 
educational opportunities. 

As the agency, responsible for trees in public parks, 
parkways and other public property, Denver Parks 
and Recreation Office of the City Forester is another 
important partner for the Water Quality Program. Trees 
and the urban forest play an important role in stormwater 
management. In 2013, an Urban Forest Assessment 
attributed $122 million in environmental services annually 
from Denver’s urban forest with the ability to intercept 1.4 
billion gallons of rainfall each year. 

The Office of Sustainability (OOS) works with City 
agencies and the community to develop citywide 
sustainability goals and policies, institutionalize 
sustainability in City operations, and communicate 

1.5 City Planning Efforts

Figure 1.5: Image from Denveright planning effort.

http://www.denvergov.org/waterquality.
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face of climate change. Among its many roles, Blueprint 
promotes urban design goals intended to create more 
pedestrian and bike-friendly environments throughout the 
city. Green infrastructure can be viewed as an important 
tool for reaching these design goals and ensuring a 
resilient, safe, and sustainable city.

Parks and Recreation Game Plan: In a city as active 
and outdoor-oriented as Denver, the parks system is 
essential to the quality of life. In 2003, the community 
envisioned the future of its park system and created the 
Game Plan, which emphasized a vision of “a city in a 
park” and a set of core values: environment, engagement, 
equity, and sound economics. The update to the plan is 
now underway, setting a vision for the next 20 years. As 
Denver’s population and density continue to increase, the 
role of parks becomes even more important. The update 
will help define how parks can be used to achieve multiple 
city goals and diverse user needs, including water quality.

Denver Moves: Transit: Once complete, the Denver 
Moves: Transit Plan will become Denver’s first local 
transit vision and implementation plan for the next 20 
years. Creation of the plan includes convening community 
conversations to understand the existing transit system 
and how we can make the system even better for all 
Denver residents, employees, and visitors. The plan will 
identify and prioritize near- and long-term local transit 
improvements based on community input and analysis. 
Denver Moves: Transit will also guide decisions and 
identify investment priorities and phased implementation 
strategies. These prioritized outcomes from the transit 
plan process will identify transit improvement projects, 
many of which will include green infrastructure elements 
when and where applicable. 

Denver Moves: Pedestrians and Trails: The Denver 

Figure 1.6: Map of neighborhood groupings from the Neighborhood 
Planning Initiative. The Community Planning and Development 
Department intends to work with three groups of neighborhoods every 2-3 
years on planning efforts.

Core Neighborhood Planning Initiative Values:

Moves: Pedestrians and Trails Plan, in coordination 
with other on-going citywide planning efforts, will also 
explore and identify opportunities for improved bicycle 
and pedestrian connections (first and final mile) to key 
transit corridors. The plan intends to layout a vision for 
creating world class pedestrian environments and regional 
systems in the City and County of Denver that will include 
wider sidewalks and buffers that separate vehicles from 
pedestrians and cyclists where appropriate. The plan will 
look at public right-of-way (ROW) typologies and make 
recommendations regarding where and when typical city 
standards can be exceeded in order to create a safer and 
more enjoyable environment. Green infrastructure can be 
viewed as an important tool for meeting buffer and safety 
needs as well as meeting objectives for making more 
enjoyable environments for pedestrians and cyclists.  

Denver’s Neighborhood Planning Initiative
In late 2016, the Community Planning and Development 
Department released the “Neighborhood Planning 
Intiative Strategic Plan.” This document outlines Denver’s 
new long-term commitment to ensure every corner of 
the city can enjoy the benefits of an area plan. Over 
the next 10-14 years, residents, neighborhood groups, 
and community leaders will work alongside the city’s 
neighborhood planning team to create a vision and plan 
for their specific area. As is common in neighborhood 
planning efforts, transformative projects, many of which 
may include green infrastructure opportunities, will 
be identified through these plans and processes. For 
example, the 2016 release of Westwood’s neighborhood 
plan included recommendations for potential green streets 
within the neighborhood as well as several transformative 
projects that featured green infrastructure elements. 
Similarly, green infrastructure was woven into many of the 
recommendations in both the Globeville Neighborhood 
Plan and the Elyria-Swansea Neighborhood Plan. 


